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How to Handle Stock Market Declines…
Fighting Fear and the Hungry Bear with Facts

The correc on and vola lity we have been preparing for is here. Should you listen to the fear in your gut and
sell now? For a moment, think of your investment por olio as a ﬁnancial house that you have built and
remodeled over the last 20 years and will be living in for the next 20 years. It has provided your family with
shelter and comfort and is built to stand up to the ﬁercest storms, but now that cold stormy weather has
ﬁnally arrived and… the roof is leaking, the furnace is spu ering and the strong winds outside are ra ling the
windows. Does it make sense to panic and sell the family homestead which has weathered so many storms
to the old bear, put the cash in a pillowcase, and go hide in the woods un l the storm is over? How do you
resist the tempta on to give in to the bear growling on your porch? Unlike your real house, you can go
online daily to check the value of your ﬁnancial house; and that only feeds the tempta on to sell and run
away from the hungry bear. Fight your fear with these facts:

Market declines are part of inves ng.
Stocks have risen steadily for nearly a decade. But history tells us that stock market declines are an
inevitable part of inves ng. The good news is that correc ons (deﬁned as a 10% or more decline), bear
markets (an extended 20% or more decline) and other challenging patches haven’t lasted forever.
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The Dow Jones Industrial Average has typically dipped at least 10% about once a year, and 20% or more
about every 3.75 years, according to data from 1900 to 2017. While past results are not predic ve of future
results, each downturn has been followed by a recovery and a new market high.

Time in the market ma ers, not market ming.
No one can accurately predict short‐term market moves, and investors who sit on the sidelines risk losing
out on periods of meaningful price apprecia on that follow market downturns.
Every Standard & Poor’s 500 Index decline of 15% or more, from 1929 through 2017, has been followed by
a recovery. The average return in the ﬁrst year a er each of these market declines was nearly 55%.
Even missing out on just a few trading days can take a toll. A hypothe cal investment of $10,000 in the S&P
500 made in 2002 – the start of the recovery following the burs ng of the technology bubble – would have
grown to more than $18,000 by the end of 2012. But if you missed the 10 best trading days during that
period, you would have ended up with just $9,378 – less than the ini al investment.
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Emo onal inves ng can be hazardous.
Daniel Kahneman won his Nobel Prize in 2002 for his work in behavioral economics, a ﬁeld that inves gates
how individuals make ﬁnancial decisions. A key ﬁnding of behavioral economists is that people o en act
irra onally when making such choices.
Emo onal reac ons to market events are perfectly normal. You should expect to feel nervous when markets
decline. But it’s the ac ons taken during such periods that can mean the diﬀerence between investment
success and shor all.
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One way to encourage ra onal investment decision‐making is to understand the fundamentals of
behavioral economics. Understanding behaviors like anchoring, conﬁrma on bias and availability bias may
help you iden fy poten al mistakes before you make them. (See the enclosed ar cle about bias I wrote for
Maine Seniors Magazine)

Diversiﬁca on ma ers.
A diversiﬁed por olio doesn’t guarantee proﬁts or provide assurances that investments won’t decline in value,
but it does lower risk. By spreading investments across a variety of asset classes, we lower the probability of
high vola lity in your por olios. Overall returns won’t reach the highest highs of any single investment ‐ but
they won’t hit the lowest lows either.
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Bonds can help bring balance.
Stocks are important building blocks of a diversiﬁed por olio, but bonds can provide an essen al
counterbalance. That’s because bonds typically have low correla on to the stock market, meaning that they
have tended to zig when the stock market zags.

What’s more, bonds with a low equity correla on can oﬀer protec on from losses even when the broader
market is in turmoil.

Though bonds may not be able to match stocks’ growth poten al, they have o en shown resilience in past
equity market declines. For example, in four recent equity market correc ons, U.S. core bonds were ﬂat or
notched gains as the S&P 500 declined.
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The market tends to reward long‐term investors.
Is it reasonable to expect 20% returns every year? Of course not. And even though stocks have moved lower in
recent months, you shouldn’t expect that to be the start of a long‐term trend. Behavioral economics tells us
recent events carry an outsized inﬂuence on our percep ons and decisions.
When stocks are falling, it’s important to maintain a long‐term perspec ve. Although stocks rise and fall in the
short term, they’ve tended to reward investors over longer periods of me. Even including downturns, the S&P
500’s mean return over all 10‐year periods from 1937 to 2014 was 10.43%.
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It’s natural for emo ons to bubble up during periods of market vola lity. I encourage you to tune out the daily
news and talking heads and s ck to a well thought out and me‐tested long‐term investment strategy. Your
ﬁnancial house has been built to weather this storm. Work hard to resist the tempta on to sell to the angry
bear and run to the woods.
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